
Mentor Network CV Critique

Welcome!

To start off, please rename yourself as follows.

For senior mentors: “SM - first and last name”

For junior mentors: “JM - first and last name”

For mentees: “ME - first and last name”

Goal for today: Let’s make our CV’s better, together!
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Disclaimer

We are not experts!

Context is CVs for academic job hunt, though most of the
advice still applies for industry

Some things depend on the type of academic job you are
applying for:

Many tenure-track positions are 40% research, 40% teaching,
and 20% service.
Other positions might be pure research (with expectation of
student supervision?) or pure teaching (with expectation of
math ed research?)
Amount of service expected depends on size of institution
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Tailor to the Job Ad

Research-focused position?
Put research papers toward the front of the CV

Teaching-focused position?
Put teaching experience toward the front of the CV

Research Interests: List general areas, then specifics
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Other things besides teaching/research

Professional development (e.g. teacher training workshops)

University Service (e.g. Scholarship adjudication committee,
Dept. representative on Senate)

Service to the Discipline (e.g. MathSciNet/zbMath reviews,
journal referee, conference organization)

Community Service (e.g. high school math outreach
initiatives)

Identify “holes” in your CV and fill them with things you are pas-
sionate about!
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Be True to Yourself

Math Overflow/Math Stack Exchange points

Non-academic, non-related work experience (e.g. retail work
during undergrad)

Volunteer work with local immigrant support group

Participation in OAMN
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Some Debate

If you list a grant or award, include the monetary value.

For publications: Write author list alphabetically, or write title
first and then write (with so-and-so).

Include papers in preparation.

Include/how to include titles of talks?
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The Do’s and Don’t’s

DO:
Use LATEX

Feel free to use a template, but personalize it
Colour: could use your institution’s
(google its “visual identity” to find the exact colour code)

Be clear on your teaching responsibilities, e.g.,

Responsible for all aspects of course
instruction, incl.

creating lesson plans,

creating lecture

notes,

delivering lectures,

creating assignments,

providing office

hours,

marking exams, etc.
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The Do’s and Don’t’s

DO: (cont’d)
Not a native speaker? Get someone to proofread your CV

Native speaker? Get someone to proofread your CV

Include the URL of your (professional) website

Within sections, put details in reverse chronological order

Update your CV continuously:

add new items
reassess the relevance of old items

Have a short and a long version handy

many grant applications, such as Marie Sk lodowska-Curie
grants, will have a page limit.
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The Do’s and Don’t’s

DO: (cont’d)
Spell out journal names of your publications in full

Separate Invited Talks at Conferences, (Contributed) Talks at
Conferences, Invited Talks in Seminar Series

Give your file a descriptive name, like YourName-CV
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The Do’s and Don’t’s

DON’T:
Put your marital status, date of birth, number of children. . .

Use your personal address

Use a personal email address
But if you have to, keep it professional, e.g.,

first.lastname@gmail.com

Overuse bold, italics, colours

Use abbreviations without defining them (introduce them
when they first appear)

Have typos, formatting issues, etc.

Include your picture

Name your file “CV”
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Examples

University Prize in Science (awarded to the top student
graduating with their first degree in the Faculty of Science)

Sarah: This was a prize I got from my university automatically (I
didn’t apply for it) with no money attached, so I didn’t think to
put it on my CV! When I did put it on my CV, no one outside my
university knew what it was. So, I suggest adding a short descrip-
tion as I have above. Some of my most prestigious awards have
been $0, and it’s perfectly acceptable to write $0 if you are writing
out the dollar amounts of awards.
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Examples

Dean’s honours list

Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada
Canada Graduate Scholarship (NSERC CGS M)

Golden Key Society Member

Sarah: I would expect everyone at this point to have been on the
Dean’s honours list and invited to pay to become a member of the
Golden Key Society (all either of these mean is that your average
was above 80 or 85%). Things like this detract from more im-
portant things, like a national scholarship. I would suggest delet-
ing the first and third item, and if you have a long list of smaller
awards, to make the NSERC CGS M bold so it stands out.
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